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gynaecologists feel an instinctive repugnance
for the procedure often coupled with some
measure of guilt...." I would question
the use of the word instinctive, as surely it
has now been shown that the human has very
little instinctive behaviour, and that in fact he
is almost entirely motivated by his cultural
conditioning, which varies from people to
people, and from age to age. If there were
an instinctive drive to refrain from taking
the life of the unborn or of the young child,
then would not primitive peoples, who could
be expected to live by instinct, avoid such
behaviour ? In actual fact we know that
many primitive tribes have practised abortion
and child destruction for long periods. I
suggest that Mr. Mills should examine the
cultural origin of his feelings, then perhaps
he would come to the conclusion that there
are many occasions when termination of
pregnancy would prevent many years of
suffering, so that neither revulsion nor guilt
need be felt.-I am, etc.,

Tunbridge Wells, JAMES CAMPBELL.
Kent.

Waiting for What?

SIR,-An uneasy calm reigns, enlivened by
Mr. Prince's astrological column in the
Daily Telegraph, while we await the Review
Body's recommendations. Only kind Pertinax,
writing on 13 November (p. 1179), has shown
any interest in the views of the minority
group which voted against the pricing of
"the new pay structure."
As one of the 2,660 I would explain that

to vote " No " was the only way in which to
express, for reasons too long to expound here,
a lack of confidence in the Ministry of
Health, the Negotiating Committee, and the
Review Body. Not in their sincerity and
good intentions; certainly not with the object
of wrecking the N.H.S., rather with the con-
viction of an earnest supporter of true N.H.S.
ideals that the protest of mass resignation
was then the only way of shocking both
Government and public into preserving them.
To perpetuate a bad N.H.S. is to wreck it

anyway, but the chance of resigning has
passed, whatever anyone may say, now that
the issue is one of money alone. The present
proposals are not far-reaching enough;
nothing less than total reorganization of the
service in all its branches can save it. In all
the long negotiations I have seen no breadth
of vision and no sense of urgency. I have
heard pleas for unity in the profession and
from the same source a savage attack on cer-
tain minority groups (to which, incidentally,
the same minority groups replied with
dignity and restraint). I see a public kept
in ignorance of the full facts and a distinctly
reactionary bias towards the private practice
of the past. I see nothing to stem the tide
of emigration. I see only another new patch
on the old garment, which may perhaps hold
it together until those now concerned in dis-
cussions have been able to pass on their
admittedly thankless task to others.
What then can a rural dissenter do ? He

can accept the fact that true vocation will
always be exploited, that merit can never be
priced, and that no Government will admit
that it cannot afford to pay the " rate for the
job" it is expecting doctors to do for the
community. He must look for his principal
satisfaction in the general practice of medi-

cine, using his own resources and such help
as he can get from the State, expecting no
encouragement and knowing that towns
(where organization in groups is compara-
tively easy) will always receive priority.

Finally may I remind all planners and
professors when they pour scorn on
" cottage industries " that some of those
cottages of the past produced work of endur-
ing excellence such as will never be seen
again in this age of mass production.-I am,
etc.,

Penshurst, Kent. L. A. C. WOOD.

Certification
SIR,-Your leading article (22 January, p.

188), having given a useful summary of the
new procedure for National Insurance
certification, slips insidiously into con-
troversial comment. One cannot agree that
certification has no value in bringing doctor
and patient together. True, it is the wrong
means to achieve this end, but one sees many
patients in whose cases salutary medical care
has been broken off because the patient fails
to honour advice about further consultation.
It is to be hoped that the time will come
when the doctor will be in a position to seek
out such patients for their own good.
The proposition that certification is an

intrusion into the relationship of doctor and
patient stems perhaps from the disregard
during medical training of administration as
part of a doctor's duties. What most of us
like best is tending sick people, but we owe
them not only a therapeutic but an adminis-
trative service, dull though this may be.
Agreed, all employers should minimize this
burden by accepting sight of National
Insurance certificates, and where possible
the diagnosis should remain confidential to
the company's medical department. Some
data are a requirement for wage adjustment
and other reasons. I do not see how these
can be obtained by employers if private
certificates are not required and the N.H.I.
certificates also are not available, as sug-
gested by Dr. J. Herbert-Bums (12
February, p. 424). He makes no alternative
proposal.

In the smallest concerns there may be
nobody but the boss available to receive
certificates, but surely in other cases diag-
noses could be made a matter of con-
fidentiality. Doctors have no monopoly of
ethics and even in works medical depart-
ments, where confidentiality is respected, the
actual recording is likely to be done by a
non-medical employee.-I am, etc.,

K. H. NICKOL.
Medical Department,
The Hoffmann Manufacturing Co., Ltd..

Chelmsford.

Night Calls

SIR,-There is considerable variation in the
number of night calls done by general practi-
tioners in practices in the British Isles, and
they seem to vary on a geographical basis.
As night calls may be paid on an item-of-
service basis in the near future, the number
over the past six years in this group practice
of four doctors working in a town of 30,000
inhabitants may be of interest.

A night call is defined as a call received
between 11 p.m. and 8 a.m., and on this basis
three practices have published their figures.
Stevenson,' in Ayrshire, did 182 calls in
1960-a night call rate of 33 per 1,000
patients. Brotherston et al.,2 investigating
254 consecutive night calls during 19 months
in a semi-rural practice near Edinburgh, re-
ported a night-call rate of 17 per 1,000
patients. Webster et al.3 did 342 calls in the
four years 1960-3 in their practice in Stock-
ton on Tees, a night call rate of 10.7 per
1,000 patients.
Between 1 January 1960 and 31 December

1965 we did 511 night calls, an average rate
for the six years of 11.1 per 1,000 patients
on our list, which on 31 December 1965
totalled 8,797. We have in this town a
cottage hospital and attached m0ternity unit
where we do most of our midwifery, and we
also take our share of the casualty rota, which
occasionally entails a night call to attend an
accident. During the six years we did 186
such calls (159 were obstetric). Our total
domiciliary calls were therefore 325, giving a
call rate of only 6.6 per 1,000 patients on
our list. This is one-fifth of the call rate in
Ayrshire.

There were two interesting features
revealed by our records. First, the steady
decrease in the number of calls to patients
suffering from cardiovascular disease, the
majority being acute pulmonary oedema. The
number dropped from 13 (16%) in 1960 to
4 (6%) in 1965. We attribute this to the
regular use of oral diuretics from 1961 on-
wards. Secondly, the low number of frivolous
calls, which totalled 13 (2.5%) in the six years
and steadily decreased from 5 in 1960 to none
in 1965. This compares with Webster's
" unnecessary " calls at 7% and Brotherston's
at 6%.-I am, etc.,
Farnborough, Hants. J. N. A. PRITCHARD.
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The Casualty Consultant

SIR,-The only faith tht wears well is
that woven of conviction and set with the
sharp catalyst of experience. So Dr. John
Collins (5 February, p. 359) presents a com-
pletely authentic fabric by maintaining that
cases classifiable as orthopaedic do not form
the main contribution to casualty reception.
Indeed the average department may not
throughout a day see one fracture. For the
Ministry or any regional board to harbour
the fantasy that other than the most excep-
tional experts in that specialty-or in general
surgery for that matter-would exercise effi-
cient " supervision " over the protean intake
of these reception centres stems from the
adamantine logic of dreamland.
To deal with the kaleidoscopic scene of

casualty reception a particular kind of officer
is essential-a specialist aware of the scope
and requirements of all branches of medicine;
a specialist with unique skills in shrewd diag-
nosis and an awareness of the limitations of
instant couch-side decisions in an out-patient
department; a specialist with the compre-
hensive experience that enables him to initiate
the immediately appropriate measures. In
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